
Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim warns from electing contractors of politics and who
spend money to reach a legislative or executive posts

Head of the National Iraqi Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, in a gathering of the Al-Dhuhaibat

tribes Baghdad Sunday 22/4/2018 warned against electing contractors in politics who spend huge

sums of money in order to reach an executive or legislative post, called on the citizen to

question the sources of funds and how are refunded, pointed out that who spend large sums of

money and those who buy the enfluences will work to take their money back from public money.

His eminence urged the citizen and the Iraqi voter to vote for the trusted list and honest and

efficient candidate, indicated the importance of granting confidence to those who have a

history and a clear biography that qualify them to bear priorities of the people in the next

phase. His eminence pointed out the importance of electing who have a clear program based on

plans and deadlines and away from slogans and soliciting emotions of people.

His eminence also urged the citizen to invest the historic opportunity for change and reform

the situation, indicated that Iraq has achieved many victories, and priorities of the people in

the next phase are services and building a strong state of institutions, the citizen's priority

is consistent with the magnitude of the challenges that the citizen sees after the eliminating

the military threat of Daesh, stressed to face Daesh ideology and everyone should shoulder

responsibilities in the next phase.
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